By MR CANTAB 2,1:56.1; 3,1:53.3 ($139,419) by Cantab Hall 3,1:54. Half-brother to PASSIONATE GLIDE 3,1:52.2 ($2,060,447), MARTHA’S VICTORY 3,1:54 ($668,731), MR VIC 3,Q1:54.2 ($316,942), etc. Winner 8 of 22 career starts. At 2, winner 2 Red Mile LC. At 3, second in Dancer Memorial at The Meadowlands and Review S. at Springfield. At 4, third in Hiram Woodruff Series (leg) at The Meadowlands. Mr. Cantab's oldest foals are yearlings in 2013.

1st Dam

SPURTACULAR ITCH 2,2:03.3 ($21,567) by Esquire Spur 3,1:56f. At 2, winner KYSS at The Red Mile. At 3, race timed 2:01.3f. Dam of: MOTOWN DREAMGIRL 2,1:53.3; 4,1:51.1 (m, Keystone Nordic) ($268,232), 25 wins. At 2, winner MFS Platinum at Jackson and Hazel Park, Spartan Fut. at Midland, MSS (elim; fourth in $74,200 Final), MFS Blue and Lexington LC with wins in 1:58.3 and 1:58.1f; second in MI Fut. at Big Rapids, 2 MFS Platinum at Hazel Park and Fedele Fauri at Kinross. At 3, winner Michigan Fut. (elim.) at Fowlerville, Michigan Breeders (elim.; second in Final) at Hazel Park, MSS (elim; fourth in $55,406 Final at Hazel Park and 2 MFS Silver; second in Spartan Fut. at Midland and Wolverine Fut. at Holland; third in 2 MFS Platinum at Hazel Park. Racing and a winner RUS in '13 at The Meadowlands.

WHAT'SINYOURWALLET 2,2:03.1f; 2:02.4h (m, Keystone Nordic) ($37,809), 6 wins. At 2, 12 (3-4-2) and winner 2 MFS Gold and Elite S. at Hazel Park (Final); second in MFS Breeders Fut. at Sports Creek, Fedele Fauri at Kinross and MFS Gold; third in Elite S. at Sports Creek and MFS Green. At 3, winner MFS Blue; second in Elite S. at Hazel Park, MFS Gold and 2 MFS Green; third in MFS Gold and MI Breeders Fut. (elim.) at Hazel Park.

SCHOOL SPIRIT 2,2:10h; 3:02:03.2f; 4,2:01.1h (g, Keystone Nordic) ($25,329). 4 wins. At 2, winner MFS Silver; second in 2 MFS Silver; race timed 2:04.2f. 

STITCH IN TIME 3,2:03.2h-13 (g, Keystone Nordic) ($6,165). Now 3, racing, 8 (5-0-2) and winner 2 MFS Bronze and MFS Gold.

OOH THAT'S THE SPOT 2,2:06.1h (m, Davanti) ($25,080). 2 wins. At 2, winner Spartan Fut. at Midland and MFS Gold; second in Wolverine Fut. at Holland, MI Fut. at Bad Axe. At 2, race timed 2:03.1f. Died at 3.

U Scratch My Back 3,2:02.3h (g, Keystone Nordic) ($15,175). 2 wins. At 2, second in MFS Gold; third in MFS Platinum; race timed 2:02.4f. At 3, race timed 2:00.11. Now 4 and raced in '13.

Da-Ill-itch 2,2:06.2f (m, Pine Chip). Winner of only lifetime start. Dam of DON'T SCRATCH IT 3,2:00.4f and ROCK ITCH 3,2:00.1f ($93,378).

2nd Dam

SYMBOL’S PROFIT 2,2:04.4h; 3,2:01.3f ($168,984) by Jurgy Hanover T1:56.3. At 2, winner $92,887 and winner of elim. and Final of MSS at Jackson R., elim. of Spartan Fut. at Midland, Michigan Fut. at Bad Axe, elim. of Wolverine Fut. at Holland and MFS at Marion and Big Rapids; second in Final of Spartan Fut., Wolverine Fut. and MFS at Traverse City; third in Fall Final at HP and MFS at Ionia and Kinross. At 3, winner $71,751 at 3 and winner MSS elim. at MRC (third in Final), Fall Final at HP, elim. and Final of Spartan Fut. at Midland; second in Michigan Breeders Fut. at Adrian. Dam of 5 foals, 3 raced. Dam of: SPURTACULAR ITCH T2:2:03.3 (m, Esquire Spur) ($21,567). As above.

SILLY SAM 2,02:10.2h (m, Wall Street Banker) ($1,278). At 2, winner MFS at Vassar. Symbol’s Classic (m, OK’s Classic) ($7,430). At 2, second in Spartan Fut. (elim.) and in MFS Blue; third in Spring Final (elim.) at Hazel Park. At 2, race timed 2:05.4f. At 3, race timed 1:59.2f.

3rd Dam

FIRST CLASS by B.F. Coaltown 3,2:00.1. At 3, race timed 2:08.1. Dam of: SYMBOL’S PROFIT 2,2:04.4h; 3,2:01.3 (m, Jurgy Hanover) ($168,984). As above.

LOVE AT FIRST SITE 2,2:08.4h; 3,2:04.4h; 4,2:04.2h (m, Speed In Action) ($16,262). At 2, winner OHFS at Napoleon, Hicksville and Montpeller.

NO BAD NEWS 2,2:10h; 3,2:06.4h; 4,02:05.1h (g, Neon Light) ($64,644). At 2, winner Spartan Fut. at Midland, MFS at Vassar and Traverse City; second at Charlotte and Harrison; third at Bad Axe and Allegan and MSS Final at Jackson R. At 3, winner Spartan Fut. at Midland, elim. of Wolverine Fut. at Holland, MFS at Lake Odessa, Big Rapids and Crosswell; second in MFS at Allegan.

FIRST EXPRESSION 2,2:11.2h; 4,02:08f (m, Lola’s Express) ($22,223). At 2, winner OHFS at Wapakoneta, Celina, Richwood and Upper Sandusky and Lima; second in Ohio Breeders Championship and MFS at Hillsdale. At 3, winner heat OHFS at Ottawa; second at Celina and in MFS at Adrian; third at Lake Odessa, Ithaca and Hicksville. Dam of DON'T FORGET MYNAME 2,2:05.1f ($26,239, FX 3,1:59.3f ($67,408), RX 1:58.2f ($54,709) and JX 1:58.2 ($118,274).

HAWKING REFRAIN 2,2:08.1h (m, It's Magic) ($53,181). At 2, winner $52,331 and winner Michigan Futurity at Kinross, elim. of Wolverine Futurity at Holland, and MFS at Big Rapids, Caro and Kalamazoo; second in Wolverine Futurity. Final Michigan Breeders Futurity at Adrian; third in MSS elim. at Detroit, Fall Final at Detroit and Spring Final at HP. Dam of MAGIC TRIP 1:59.3f ($92,173).

ENGAGEMENTS

Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Fair Stakes - Mini Series - ISA Elite - Indiana Sired Late Closers